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Being an Avatar “for Real”: A Survey
on Virtual Embodiment in Augmented Reality
Adélaı̈de Genay, Anatole Lécuyer, and Martin Hachet
Abstract—Virtual self-avatars have been increasingly used in Augmented Reality (AR) where one can see virtual content embedded
into physical space. However, little is known about the perception of self-avatars in such a context. The possibility that their embodiment
could be achieved in a similar way as in Virtual Reality opens the door to numerous applications in education, communication,
entertainment, or the medical field. This article aims to review the literature covering the embodiment of virtual self-avatars in AR. Our
goal is (i) to guide readers through the different options and challenges linked to the implementation of AR embodiment systems, (ii) to
provide a better understanding of AR embodiment perception by classifying the existing knowledge, and (iii) to offer insight on future
research topics and trends for AR and avatar research. To do so, we introduce a taxonomy of virtual embodiment experiences by
defining a “body avatarization” continuum. The presented knowledge suggests that the sense of embodiment evolves in the same way
in AR as in other settings, but this possibility has yet to be fully investigated. We suggest that, whilst it is yet to be well understood, the
embodiment of avatars has a promising future in AR and conclude by discussing possible directions for research.
Index Terms—Augmented Reality, Avatar, Sense of Embodiment, Psychology, Social and Behavioral Sciences
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I NTRODUCTION

U

SING our own body seems so natural: all one needs
to do is intend to make a movement for it to happen.
However, this ability conceals complex processes that have
occupied many neuroscientists, psychologists, and philosophers, aiming to explain what causes and affects the sensation of having a body [1]. This feeling, called the sense
of embodiment (SoE), is described in the research of Kilteni
and Slater [2] as being composed of three sub-components:
Agency (i.e. the sense of being the author of a body’s
movements), Body Ownership (i.e. the feeling that the body
is the source of experienced sensations) and Self-Location
(i.e. the sense of being located inside the body).
These senses are always present and seem to impede the
dissociation of our body from ourselves. However, it was
shown that the application of the right sensory input at the
right time could remove this barrier and lead to the illusion
of having another body. The Rubber Hand Illusion (RHI) of
Botvinick and Cohen [3] is the most famous illustration of
this phenomenon, producing the feeling of owning a rubber
hand through synchronous visuotactile stimulation. Many
other experiments followed this one by extending it to fullbody mannequins [4], and eventually to virtual avatars [5].
Defined by Bailenson and Blascovich [6] as “perceptible
digital representations whose behaviors reflect those executed [...] by a specific human being”, avatars provide a
natural integration of users in virtual environments. The
enlarged possibilities provided by Virtual Reality (VR) displays led them to be largely involved in SoE research and
allowed the identification of many factors influencing the
SoE. Among them, the avatar’s appearance [7], interaction

•
•
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with virtual elements [8] or sensory feedback [9] were show
to affect ownership illusions importantly. Bottom-up factors
such as user personality traits were also found to have a
play in user ability to experience embodiment (e.g. locus of
control [10], sensory suggestibility [11]).
Advances in Augmented Reality (AR) have increasingly
led researchers to use this technology to explore these topics
too. When embodied in AR, avatars enable users to see
themselves in the real world but within a body that is
different in shape, size, or appearance. This possibility can
be relevant in many cases, whether it be in education [12],
video games [13], remote collaboration [14], medical practice
[15], or simply as a means of expression [16]. Additionally,
the possibility that the psychological effects of embodiment
witnessed in VR may also occur in AR raises a great deal of
interest. In particular, the Proteus Effect [17], which comes
out as a change in user behavior and perception during
embodiment, could be exploited in medical treatments and
therapies [18], [19].
Along with the evolution and expansion of AR technologies, more and more research has started to address
these subjects. Indeed, MR technologies can produce virtual ownership illusions similar to those seen in virtual
environments by using coherent sensory feedback [20], [21].
However, still little is known about how the mix of virtual
and real elements interacts with these illusions and it is
not clear if they differ from the ones experienced in fully
real or virtual worlds [22]. Given the growing prevalence of
AR technologies and the increasing number of applications
offering virtual overlays to their users, researching the embodiment mechanism in such visual environments appears
to be more important than ever.
This literature review seeks to gather existing knowledge
on the embodiment of virtual avatars in AR and to identify the key challenges of its implementation. To describe
and categorize previous work, we introduce a taxonomy
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of virtual embodiment experiences by defining a “body
avatarization” continuum. The knowledge collected here is
presented in light of this continuum and grouped to draw
out the features of virtual ownership illusions in mixed environments. Our contribution provides a better understanding
of avatar embodiment in AR, but it also shines the light on
many gray areas that have been little explored and for which
we provide lines of research.
1.1

Methodology

This article focuses on the question of the SoE of virtual
avatars in AR. It offers a review of the literature taking
into account both technological and psychological aspects.
The following research questions were used to guide the
selection and analysis of the literature:
•
•
•
•
•

What does the term “sense of embodiment” refer to
in AR literature?
Which tools and protocols are used to build an SoE
in AR?
Which measurement methods exist to evaluate the
SoE in AR?
What differences and similarities are there between
the SoE in AR, VR, and reality?
How is the SoE connected to other AR notions such
as the mix of realities or the user’s body visibility?

To restrict the amount of material to be covered, some
concepts were discarded by choosing specific definitions
of the studied notions. For example, as Kilteni and Slater
[2] pointed out, the SoE is to be distinguished from embodiment itself, which changes of meaning depending on
the context. Often, the term embodiment alone refers to the
representation of a person in a general manner. Embodiment
can also be associated with various concepts, including
embodied cognition [24] or embodied interaction [25] that
we will deliberately not address. Instead, we will focus on
the sense of embodiment defined as a set of sensations that
occur jointly with the feeling of being inside, possessing,
and controlling a body [2]. Thus, this definition excludes
studies such as those of Shapiro et al. [26], using virtual
agents controlled by artificial intelligence. It also puts aside
publications where the embodied avatar is not visible or
experienced in any way by its user, as is the case for most
remote collaboration tools where only the interlocutor can
interact with the embodied avatar.

2

We comply with the definition of AR given by Azuma
[27] that specifies it as a system with the following three
characteristics: “1. Combines the real and virtual, 2. Is interactive in real-time, and 3. Is registered in three dimensions”.
This definition puts aside avatars superimposed on the real
world without any spatial coherence. Avatars viewed on
screens or projections that display a virtual environment
(e.g. Frohner et al. [28]) are also set aside. Lastly, avatars
visualized through “mirrors” are not revoked as long as they
give the impression of being the reflection of the real world
(e.g. Javornik et al. [29]).
1.2

The Body Avatarization Continuum

AR enables virtual body augmentations and transfigurations at different levels, ranging from the simple addition
of virtual body accessories to a complete change of appearance and morphology. These virtual augmentations further
enlarge the already complex phenomenology of embodiment experiences. In his attempt to categorize them, de
Vignemont [30] stressed the need for a taxonomy capable of
capturing this diversity. We introduce a body avatarization
continuum to address the manifold of virtual embodiment
and to clarify what we consider ”being an avatar” is. Inspired by the reality-virtuality continuum of Milgram et
al. [23], we aim to describe the scale of the virtual user
representation as presented in Figure 1.
At the extreme left of the continuum, the user deals only
with their real body, deprived of any virtual element. This
representation corresponds to the natural physical appearance of users within their daily lives. At the opposite end is
what we pinned as full avatarization: the user embodies and
controls a complete virtual body. This body can be visualized either in the first person through the eyes of an avatar,
or in the third person as in out-of-body experiences. In the
latter case, considering such experience as full avatarization
may seem paradoxical, especially when the user’s real body
remains visible. However, previous research suggests that
the SoE can occur towards disconnected virtual avatars as
well [31], [32], [33]. We, therefore, have included them in
this area of the continuum.
The region between the two extrema of the continuum
relates to diverse degrees of virtual body augmentation.
In this area, we distinguish body accessorization from partial
avatarization. Body accessorization describes the addition of
superficial elements such as virtual clothes or glasses to the
user’s body. Examples of such augmentations can be found

Fig. 1. The body avatarization continuum covers the extent of the user’s virtual representation within a virtual embodiment system, regardless of the
environmental context. It is inspired by the Reality-Virtuality Continuum proposed by Milgram et al. [23] on the virtuality degree of an environment.
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in the projector-camera system of Harrison et al. [34] where
a watch is displayed on the user’s wrist.
Partial avatarization involves the addition of virtual
body parts or removal of real ones as well as the modification of bodily characteristics. This includes limbs, skin color,
face shape, and other features integrated into the human
anatomy. For instance, the supernumerary hand illusion
implemented by Gilbers and Rosa [1] corresponds to partial
avatarization as it provides the user with an additional limb
— a third hand — integrated into their real body. Whether
the modification of traits such as hair length, eye color, etc.
corresponds to partial avatarization or body accessorization
is up for discussion. Being customarily modified in real life
(e.g. through hair extensions, contact lenses), we decided to
place such changes between these two areas.
The question of where body augmentation starts being
avatarization is another complex subject, falling within the
realm of epistemology [30]. On the one hand, removing
or placing accessories on our body will not change the
philosophical notion of “me” [35]. On the other hand, when
choosing attire, we assume a particular social identity that
elicits corresponding behaviors linked to our image of society [36], [37]. Indeed, it seems that clothes and accessories
do not only impact the way our entourage perceives and
judges us, but also the way we see ourselves. A significant
number of studies seem to indicate that this self-image
has quite important consequences on our behavior, often in
unconscious ways [38]. For instance, people wearing formal
clothes might want to convey the image of a professional
and serious person, but will also feel more focused and
negotiate with more confidence when wearing such clothes
[39], [40]. This top-down influence named “enclothed cognition” (Adam and Galinsky [37]) is reminiscent of the
embodiment of avatars: our intrinsic identity remains the
same, but wearing clothes and accessories broadcasts a selfrepresentation that we control and identify to. As an effort
to resolve ambiguity, this article assumes that virtual body
accessorization eventually amounts to embody a hybrid
avatar, i.e. a representation mixing real and virtual elements.
In the following sections, the term “body avatarization”
will be used indistinctly to refer to the implementation of
any of the virtual embodiment experiences defined by the
continuum.

2

B ODY AVATARIZATION IN THE AR L ITERATURE

Body avatarization in AR can be useful in a large variety of
applications. As it is impossible for us to make an exhaustive
list of them, this section presents the use cases that were the
most investigated in the AR literature for each part of the
body avatarization continuum.
2.1

Body Accessorization

Straightforwardly, one of the primary use cases for body accessorization in AR resides in retail. By overlaying products
on the user’s body, this type of augmentation can not only
improve consumer experience (both in-store and online) but
also remove potential discrepancies between products and
perceived body sizes [41]. Examples of AR try-on systems
letting shoppers virtually fit clothes, jewelry, eyewear, or
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shoes are abundant in both academia and industry [34], [42],
[43], [44], [45]. More details on their experiential value can
be found in existing surveys on that subject [46], [47].
Body accessorization has also been used in entertainment, artistic and cultural activities. Its combination with
AR provides users with a novel way to convey ideas by
letting them change their attire dynamically. Among examples, the virtual make-up application MagicFace [29] was
deployed in a museum and in an opera house to let visitors
observe how they would look with Egyptian pharaoh makeup. Its creators see a broader use for such applications: they
could help make-up artists in their creation process or aid
on-stage performers step into character without having to
dress up. These ideas were explored by Bermano et al. [48]
who proposed a live facial make-up system designed for
novel performances. Treepong et al. [49] also implemented
a tool aiming to improve make-up creativity. In similar lines
of work, AR dynamic dresses were proposed by Kleinberger
and Panjwani [44] as a “new form of expression through
clothing to reflect identity, personality, emotions and inner
states of the wearer”.
2.2

Partial Avatarization

Partial avatarization finds great relevance in the medical
field. For instance, severed patients could use it to train
themselves to use a virtual prosthesis before implanting
a real one [50]. Research has shown that this could not
only help to accelerate user adaptation but also reduce
phantom limb pain and lower rejection rates through the
development of long-lasting ownership illusions [51], [52].
Similarly, partial avatarization in AR could help to recover
motor functions during rehabilitation after a stroke [53], as
done by Heinrich et al. [54]. Indeed, virtual embodiment
illusions applied to paralyzed limbs were found to ease
recovery by generating cognitive stimulation to the brain
linked to body ownership, agency, and kinesthetic perception through visual feedback [55], [56].
Instead of replacing or overlaying a human limb with an
equivalent virtual one, partial avatarization can also be used
to modify one’s body structure and extend our possibilities
of interaction. Feuchtner and Muller [57], for example, implemented an AR system replacing the user’s real arm with
an expandable virtual one, allowing to reach objects over
twice as far without breaking the user’s sense of ownership
(Figure 3). They further demonstrate the feasibility of using
virtual arms to interact with real objects connected to the
system (e.g. actuated table, electric curtains). Lastly, Wang et
al [58] showed that AR virtual hands could help people with
hand tremors to type more efficiently. Their system tracked
the user’s hands and overlaid stabilized hand models over
them in a slightly transparent way for the users to see
the keyboard underneath. Their study illustrates how AR
partial avatarization can be used to facilitate daily tasks for
physically impaired or disabled people.
2.3

Full Avatarization

Full avatarization in AR extends what can be done with
previous parts of the continuum: one could use it to embody
an avatar with a different appearance, shape, and size,
or to observe oneself in a given (real) situation through
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virtual out-of-body experiences. Examples of papers using
full avatarization in the AR literature are extremely rare.
Most of research implementing such avatarization were user
studies on perception and not application-oriented papers
[21], [31], [32], [59].
Among the rare examples of application papers we
found, the study of Anderegg et al. [60] is an example of
how AR full-bodied avatars offer compelling possibilities of
original game-plays. They were interested in novel ways
to control full-bodied avatars in AR mobile games. The
interaction metaphor they propose lets players control their
avatar like a puppet with intuitive gestures. Hoang et al.
[61] and Johnson and Sun [12] illustrated how full avatarization can also be used in educational and health awareness
settings. Both of their studies proposed SAR full avatarization systems exploring on-person anatomical displays
for health education (muscles, blood vessels, etc.). Their
results demonstrated a stronger level of “connectedness”
and ownership with the projected content than with other
projection supports, especially when the data was coherent
with the participant’s physiological state (e.g. synchronized
heartbeat).
The lack of other examples in the literature is probably
due to the difficulty of implementing full avatarization in
AR (see Section 3.2 for further details). Nevertheless, one
can imagine a large number of scenarios where full-bodied
self-avatars could be useful, including in therapy, training
or self-expression. We discuss these potential use cases in
Section 7.3.

3

I MPLEMENTING B ODY AVATARIZATION IN AR

While the release of multiple frameworks (e.g. ARFoundation 1 , Windows MRTK2 ) has considerably simplified
the development of AR applications, setting up a sense
of embodiment remains a truly complex task in AR. The
1. Unity (2020) https://unity.com/fr/unity/features/arfoundation
2. Microsoft Corporation (2020) https://github.com/microsoft
/MixedRealityToolkit-Unity
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purpose of this section is to constitute a guide to avatar
embodiment in AR. We describe the core components of AR
avatarization and break down the existing possibilities to
implement strong ownership illusions in AR. Examples of
applications will be given to illustrate the current uses of
each modus operandi.
3.1

The Choice of User Perspective

To make body avatarization and ownership illusions possible, technical choices are to be made conscientiously as
they could lead to very different user experiences. The first
of these important decisions is from which perspective the
avatar should be embodied.
In a first-person perspective (1PP), the user will look
through the eyes of their avatar and/or experience embodiment by looking down at their own body (e.g. Figure 2, left).
This point of view can be combined with virtual mirrors
that let users observe their body avatarization indirectly
(e.g. Figure 2, center). In a third-person perspective (3PP),
the avatar will be observed at an arbitrary location and
result in an out-of-body experience (e.g. Figure 2, right). For
example, instead of seeing a virtual arm where one’s real
arm would naturally be, one could see it floating ahead and
use it to grab normally unreachable objects thanks to partial
avatarization.
The choice for either perspective has to be made in
consideration of two factors. The first is the application’s
purpose: does the user need to see specific parts of their
body, like their face? If so, an egocentric point of view will
only let users see virtual content at locations that they can
directly see. Augmentations positioned on faces, necks, or
backs will not be visible in this point of view and therefore
limit certain avatarization applications unless combined
with virtual mirrors. In the third-person perspective, users
can observe their virtual avatarization in its entirety from
different angles and standing viewpoints, providing them
with an external awareness of their avatar.
The second factor to take into account is the strength
of the ownership illusion that is sought. We are not aware

Fig. 2. First and third-person perspective in an AR full avatarization setup. Left: The user wears an AR HMD and looks down onto her fully avatarized
body. Center: A virtual mirror reflects the user’s body. Right: The user observes her self-avatar instantiated ahead of a fiducial marker with a body
pose identical to hers.
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of studies that have compared 1PP and 3PP in AR. Nevertheless, the first-person viewpoint preserves the instinctive
perception of self-location with respect to the real body
and this seems essential to generate a strong SoE. Some
VR studies support that 3PP can generate equal ownership
illusions as 1PP [62], but the major part of the community
seems to agree that egocentric points of view will produce a
stronger sense of ownership and self-location [63], [64], [65],
[66], [67]. This being said, 3PP can provide illusions strong
enough to satisfy some AR embodiment applications [31],
[32]. This perspective also has the advantage of increasing
awareness of the virtual posture and of its surroundings [62]
and therefore justifies choosing it over 1PP in some cases.
Ultimately, we would recommend applications that seek
maximum ownership illusions to use 1PP and to combine it
with virtual mirrors when applicable. However, as of today,
examples of full avatarization in egocentric perspectives
like the one in Figure 2 (left) are still rare in AR; most
of the existing 1PP applications content themselves with
partial avatarization by solely displaying virtual hands [68].
In fact, one main problem with this embodiment point of
view is that tracking errors are very likely to happen, even
with state-of-the-art technology, and that the consequent
shifts between the real and virtual bodies are more prone
to be noticed. When too pronounced, these inaccuracies
can impair the usability of the avatar, and as a result, the
embodiment experience too [69], [70]. Section 3.2 describes
some solutions for this issue in accordance with the type of
display used.
3.2

Displaying Avatars in AR

Avatar embodiment can be experienced in AR through a
diversity of displays with different modes of operation (e.g.
head-mounted, handheld) and different renderings (e.g.
video, optical). In this section, we will not detail how these
displays work or the advantage and issues that are specific
to them (see [71], [72] for a complete overview). Instead,
we will discuss how their characteristics make them more
prevalent or less suited for embodiment experiences located
at different parts of the body avatarization continuum.
Non-immersive Video See-Through (VST) displays:
they are monitor-based systems also known as ”windowson-the-world” (WoW) displays. Smartphones and tablets are
common examples, but they could also be larger screens
(e.g. Figure 4, right). When implementing body avatarization, their main strength is that they can be combined with
live image processing to erase the user’s real body through
in-painting techniques [71]. This allows the partial and full
avatarization of bodies with a morphology different from
the user’s that would otherwise be impossible (e.g. 1PP
partial avatarization of a thinner arm). However, the screen
sizes of WoW displays are often limited and will usually
not let users see the whole virtual content at once. Most
of the user’s body consequently remains visible outside of
the display during 1PP full-body avatarization. In previous
work, such displays were mostly used to implement virtual
mirrors [29], [42], [49], [68].
VST Head-Mounted Displays (HMD): this mostly
refers to VR headsets that are equipped with external
cameras (e.g. Oculus Quest 2, HTC Vive Pro). They seem
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better adapted to immersive 1PP embodiment experiences
than non-immersive VST displays as they completely hide
the direct vision of the user’s real body. Combined with
inpainting, 1PP full avatarization can be achieved at its best
by completely overriding the real body’s vision with the
one of a full avatar, regardless of its morphology as done in
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Example of partial avatarization with a head-mounted VST display (Feuchtner and Müller [57]). Left: A virtual arm of normal length
is embodied in first-person AR. Right: The user extends his virtual arm
towards a normally unreachable (real) electric curtain and manipulates
it.

Optical See-Through (OST) HMDs: unlike their VST
counterpart, OST headsets provide an unmediated view of
the real world (e.g. Microsoft Hololens3 , Magic Leap4 ). On
the one hand, this direct view “ensures that visual and
proprioception information is synchronized” as described
by Rolland and Fuchs [73]. On the other hand, virtual content viewed with them is partly transparent and sometimes
causes depth perception issues that may impact the embodiment experience, as witnessed by Gilbers et al. [1]. Another
issue with these headsets is that their usually narrow fields
of view can break the continuity of ownership illusions as
parts of the avatar might get cropped by the optical system
and let the user see their real body in the outer areas of the
display.
Projection-based systems: this refers to Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) and CAVE-like systems. Like in OST,
the opacity of content rendered with SAR heavily depends
on light output capacity and ambient lighting. Using it for
partial and full avatarization is more complicated when the
embodied limb or avatar is not matching the user’s body or
projection surface shape. Stereoscopic CAVE systems provide more latitude, but removing the visibility of real user
body parts presents the same problems and may require
ingenuity (e.g. Slater et al. [74]). Despite their restrictions,
projection-based systems can nevertheless suit the needs of
particular embodiment applications [12], [75]. For instance,
Johnson and Sun [12] used SAR to explore 1PP partial
avatarization by allowing users to interact with their own
internal makeup projected on their body (i.e. muscle tissues,
blood vessels, etc.). SAR was also previously used for 3PP
embodiment of differently shaped bodies: Gervais et al. [76],
for example, designed a small plastic figurine representing
the user’s inner state as a means of introspection. When em3. Microsoft (2020) https://www.microsoft.com/
4. Magic Leap, Inc. (2020) https://www.magicleap.com/
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bodying it, user physiological data is recorded and projected
onto it.
OST “fishtank” setups: these systems use semitransparent mirrors to reflect AR content displayed on a
stereoscopic screen [22], [58], [77], [78], [79]. They can be
used to overlay 3D content on and around the user inside
of a dedicated tracked volume under the display’s mirror.
In general, this volume is small and will only allow body
accessorization and partial avatarization (e.g. Shibuya et
al. [79]). OST fishtanks present the same drawbacks as
projection-based systems.
Overall, current trends seem to favor HMDs as the primary medium for AR display. HMDs have the advantage to
combine freehand interaction with multiple built-in sensors
that provide realistic integration of virtual content [80]. Ultimately, however, there is no one-size-fits-all solution for all
embodiment applications. Each trade-off must be evaluated
in light of particular goals and available technologies to
decide which form of display is best.

of this data, Inverse Kinematics (IK) solvers are commonly
used: they calculate joint angles based on body constraints
so that only natural poses will be taken by the avatar [89].

3.3

Fig. 4. Animation process in AR. Left: During full avatarization, a skeletal
pose is acquired and matched to animate the avatar into the optimal
estimated pose. Right: Face feature points are extracted to morph the
avatar model for partial avatarization of the user’s face. Here, it is
visualized on a smartphone acting as a virtual mirror.

Controlling and Animating Avatars in AR

A component that is essential to virtual avatarization is
the control of the embodied avatar. While it is possible to
achieve an SoE without any avatar animation [3], giving
control of it will enable interaction and strengthen body
ownership illusions [81] (see Section 5.1). Virtual avatars
can be animated by users in many ways, including with
tangible interactions [82], controllers [83], puppeteering [60],
[84] or motion tracking technologies. These methods are not
specific to AR and their usage for body avatarization is
the same as in VR applications. However, they come with
their own challenges when used in real-world contexts for
embodiment.
To our knowledge, no study explored the influence of
different animation techniques on the SoE. However, the
sense of agency is known to be greatly enhanced by visuomotor congruence between real and virtual body movements, while inconsistencies between visual and motor information appear to reduce it [85], [86]. Control through
inputs that are not physically representative of the user’s
body (e.g. with gamepads) might therefore not play in
favor of strong ownership illusions. For this reason, tracking
technologies that provides a 1-to-1 mapping of user movements has been the preferred tool for user control during
embodiment [87].
Numerous motion tracking technologies exist, ranging
from open-source all-in-one software programs to costly
hardware-based solutions (see Spanlang et al. [87] for details). Whereas reflective marker-based systems are the most
widespread in VR research, optical markerless tracking
seems equally common in AR avatar embodiment applications [29], [31], [32], [42]. Markerless tracking consists
of recording the position and rotation of the user’s body
key points in real-time. Free toolkits and libraries can be
used to record these points (e.g. OpenPose [88], Unity’s
AR Foundation5 ). Once collected, they are matched to the
avatar’s corresponding body or face landmarks and the 3D
model is animated into the same pose or expression as the
user (Figure 4). For the full-body posture to be deduced out
5. Unity Technologies (2020) https://unity.com/

All of these processes make tracking and image generation inevitable sources of delay in AR systems, even with
high refresh rates [90]. The effects of tracking errors on the
SoE were not clarified in AR, but VR studies have found that
certain forms of errors including latency, jitter, and noise
can strongly affect the SoE [91]. According to Toothman and
Neff [70], latency and noise (avatar vibration) appear to be
particularly limiting the SoE at relatively low thresholds.
Noise and jitter are errors linked to the tracking signal
which quality may vary importantly with the real environment’s conditions (e.g. lighting). Providing robustness for
these errors is still a hot topic of current research [70], [92].
One solution to counter the latency issues of AR systems is
to use VST displays. Indeed, a video view of the real world
makes it possible to synchronize the overlay of virtual and
real content by deliberately delaying video images to match
the tracking and rendering latency [93]. On the other hand,
the real world view of projection-based and OST systems
offers no latency and therefore makes it impossible to completely compensate entirely for delayed tracking: one can
reduce misalignment between synthetic and real imagery
through predictive tracking and selective update, but errors
are still likely to be present, especially during rapid head
pose changes [94].
To conclude, motion-based tracking promises stronger
illusions than its counterparts, but it comes with its share
of technical difficulties in AR. Depending on the type of
display used, it will introduce errors that can disrupt embodiment illusions and that may require effort to be handled. Latency is the most prominent source of registration
error in existing AR systems [95]. Because of the need to
maintain alignment between real and virtual environments,
avatarization applications in AR have to make an extra
effort to preserve the user’s sense of agency compared to
VR.
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3.4

7

Integrating Avatars to the Real World

Ultimately, it seems that AR embodiment systems rely on
similar components as the core VR embodiment system
depicted by Spanlang et al. [87]. The main difference they
present resides in the type of displays used and in the
replacement of the VR module by an AR one. However, this
AR module has to accomplish an additional task that makes
AR embodiment much more complex: it has to build spatial
awareness of the physical environment to handle the proper
integration of virtual content.
Several techniques exist to produce an accurate 3D registration of virtual avatarization in real space. The detection of fiducial makers, planar images, or 3D objects is
a long-dating and simple way to position avatars at the
desired location [96], whether it be on the user’s body [15]
or elsewhere [32]. This method involves tracking markers
registered beforehand in the AR system. Once the marker
is recognized, the avatar is spawned in a location relative
to it and displayed (e.g. ahead like in Figure 2, right). Such
process is fast to set up thanks to the availability of many
free toolkits (ArUco6 , ARToolKit7 , etc.), but alone, it does not
provide the embodiment system with any understanding of
the physical environment. Without such understanding, the
relative position of real and virtual objects is ignored and
the coherence of the scene cannot be ensured.
To provide occlusion between real and virtual objects,
spatial awareness can be roughly acquired through Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) algorithms [99],
[100]. These techniques create an approximate model of the
environment by using sensor data (mostly camera feed) to
detect feature points, associate them with 3D space coordinates, and update them continuously. Systems using SLAM
do not require markers as the created model can be used to
identify environment or body surfaces and to place content
onto them (e.g. Figure 5). Once detected, surfaces can also be
virtually registered to stop virtual content from unnaturally
entering walls and to implement virtual occlusion, resulting
in a stronger coherence of the embodiment illusion. On the
downside, they require more computing power and tend
to be less stable than marker-based systems as the feature
points are constructed from sensor data that is updated
continuously and that may contain errors.
Examples of software capable of rendering AR content
with spatial awareness are game engines (e.g. Unity, Unreal Engine8 ). They are particularly fit for such tasks as
they integrate avatar animation, state-of-the-art graphics,
stereoscopic rendering, realistic physics, sound, memory
management, and many AR development tools. Additionally, they support a fair number of commercialized tracking
systems and allow cross-platform builds of AR scenes for
most mainstream AR devices.
Finally, to draw a parallel with the core VR embodiment
system described by Spanlang et al. [87], we could define
a core AR embodiment system composed of the following
modules:

Fig. 5. Example of full avatarization in first person perspective with a VST
HMD. The avatar is overlaid on the user’s real body which is rendered
partly transparent. Extracted from the paper of Noh et al. [14].

•

•

•

The AR module is also responsible for the creation and
management of the AR content and usually handles the
animation and interactions related to the avatar (i.e. pose
estimation, IK, etc). In more advanced systems, it may
also include lighting simulation, stereoscopic rendering, and
audio I/O management. Additional modules can be added
to this core system in order to provide multi-modal stimulation (e.g. haptic feedback) and SoE measurement tools (see
Sections 4 and 5). The output of such modules would then
be passed as inputs of the AR Module so to take them into
account. Finally, alternative user inputs through controllers
or voice can also be combined with the user tracking system
to provide different embodiment interactive experiences.
3.5

Summary of Technical Challenges

A variety of obstacles in adopting AR embodiment were
mentioned in the previous sections. Most of them are linked
to consistency issues of AR experiences [101]. Dealing with
these challenges includes:
•

•

6. Garrido-Jurado et al. [97], Romero-Ramirez et al.
https://www.uco.es/investiga/grupos/ava/node/26
7. ARToolworks (2020) https://www.artoolworks.com/
8. Epic Games, Inc. (2020) https://www.unrealengine.com/

[98]

Tracking Module: depending on the type of display
(i.e. handheld vs. head-mounted) records the user’s
body and head movements or display device’s position in real-time. It allows controlling the avatar and
adapting the AR scene point of view. This tracking
can be done with the technologies referred to in 3.3
and is used as an input of the AR module.
AR Module: processes the outputs of every other
module and adapts the rendering of the AR scene
according to them; takes in charge the integration of
the avatar into the real world from the knowledge
acquired through the tracking module or separate
environment processing (e.g. SLAM); passes the resulting rendering to the display module.
Display Module: hardware allowing the user to visualize their virtual avatar and the AR scene (see Section
3.2).

•

Providing correct registration and alignment of the
virtual body with the real one during 1PP embodiment.
Compensating for latency causing discrepancies between the user and the avatarization movements.
Dealing with real environmental conditions that can
impact the avatarization’s visibility (e.g. lighting
when using OST displays).
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•

•

Removing visible user body parts when implementing a virtual embodiment of differently structured
bodies (e.g. thinner limbs).
Ensuring that the virtual avatar responds realistically
enough to the physical world (e.g. collide with walls,
displays shadows).
Providing a field of view sufficiently large to enable
witnessing the avatarization as intended.

Dealing with these challenges can be more demanding
or not apply depending on the targeted experience (e.g. simulated autoscopy doesn’t require removing the real body).
Achieving further realistic experiences of avatarization will
require solving additional challenges such as letting users
interact with the real world objects in addition to virtual objects, rendering in high quality, or providing haptic feedback
during embodiment. In addition to these, previous literature
outlined other challenges linked to the general usage of AR,
including visual fatigue, security issues, marker tracking
reliability, and device costs [102], [103].
However, we feel that these issues are relatively minor
and should not prevent the adoption of AR for virtual
embodiment. Most embodiment systems described before
can already be implemented with state-of-the-art technology. Although some configurations are more challenging
to achieve (e.g. 1PP full avatarization), we believe current
technological limitations are unlikely to be prohibitive for
most AR avatarization experiences (e.g. partial, accessorization, 3PP embodiment). New advances are anticipated to
overcome current usability and technological issues such
as low resolution, limited fields of view, cost, and low
computing power. Lastly, the rapid growth of AR research
and industry encourages the idea that this technology will
soon reach the same level of usability as VR in the coming
years [103].

4 M EASURING THE S ENSE OF E MBODIMENT IN
AR
As of today, measuring a psychological phenomenon as
complex as the SoE in AR remains an open debate. Very few
publications share the same methods and choosing the most
appropriate one is not always a simple task. The tools used
in AR to measure the SoE are mostly derived from those
previously used in VR, which themselves have evolved
greatly over time. In this section, we detail the candidate
methods that could be used to evaluate the SoE in AR.
4.1

Subjective Measures

In the original RHI experiment, Botvinick and Cohen [3]
chose to design a two-part questionnaire to assess the SoE.
The first part asks for an open-ended description of participants’ feelings, while the second part consists of nine
questions to be answered on a Likert scale [104]. Their
conclusions gave rise to a great deal of research work but
were faced with a lack of validation [105], [106]. As a result,
some researchers modified the questionnaire while others
deleted the descriptive part or kept the descriptive part only.
This made the outcomes of studies particularly difficult to
compare, and therefore hard to validate.

8

Confronted with this problem, researchers made efforts
to verify and unify measurement questionnaires through
systematic analysis. Longo et al. [107] concluded from their
observations that Likert scales are valid tools since it is
possible to identify distinctive patterns in the answers of
these questionnaires. However, they should, as much as
possible, be supported by an objective measure that provides a complementary validation. In their view, the use
of traditional psychological methods alone - such as open
verbal description - is too subjective to extract an accurate
measure of the SoE. Subjective embodiment measurement is
indeed difficult because our relationship with our own bodies is not something we usually consider. Many people who
have never witnessed or heard of autoscopic experiences
may find questions like ”I felt out of my body” unrelatable.
Slater raised similar issues regarding the measurement of
presence in VR with questionnaires [108].
With more hindsight, research looked to establish a standard questionnaire for better comparability while accounting for these challenges. Roth et al. [106] identified a set
of fundamental questions by principal component analysis
of the literature and produced a first questionnaire, then
revised to contain 12 items in 2020 [109]. The questionnaire
is available in 7 languages at virtualembodimentscale.com.
In the meantime, Gonzalez-Franco and Peck [105] proposed
their own version built on exploratory factor analysis. It was
also updated in 2021 to keep a total of 16 items applicable
to all scenarios, including those of AR [110]. Both questionnaires were tested and validated by several studies (4 and
9, respectively) and then by statistical reliability analyses
(calculation of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient).
The generic nature of these two questionnaires makes
them appropriate for the evaluation of AR avatarization
anywhere on the continuum. Additionally, their extended
testing makes them good candidates to become the new
standard of SoE evaluation. However, their construction and
trial were mostly based on RHI and VR studies. It would be
interesting to make a comparative study evaluating their
efficiency in various contexts (including AR). Indeed, it is
still unclear whether mixing virtual and real content has
an impact on ownership illusions. Škola and Liarokapis
[20] reported no difference in their measures of the RHI
in AR, VR, and reality, but it is unclear whether their
results apply to avatarization of larger extents or illusions
including visuomotor feedback. Regardless, using one of
these two validated questionnaires in AR will enable future
comparison with experiments in VR and real contexts. We
therefore encourage to use them in future SoE research in
AR, but also to implement control conditions to empirically
test for potential bias of AR environments.
4.2

Objective Measures

Most objective measurements used in VR can also be applied in AR. One that is commonly found in both is that
of proprioceptive drifts, characterized by the change of a
perceived body or limb’s location towards a fake embodied
one Botvinick and Cohen [3]. This measure can be obtained
by subtracting the user’s estimated body or limb position
from its actual position [1], [20]. However, Rohde et al.
[111] and Holle et al. [112] highlighted the risks of using
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this measure alone and the necessity of combining it with
complementary ones as they showed that proprioceptive
drifts could also occur in the absence of SoE.
Bodily signals can be used in AR as indicators of efficient
virtual hand and body ownership illusions too: when the
avatar is placed under a virtual threat (e.g. a sharp knife
suddenly falls), studies have shown that participants will
attempt to avoid virtual danger in the case where the
illusion is successful. This response to danger is reflected in
several bodily signals such as the skin conductance response
(SCR) and heart rate deceleration (HRD), which can be
recorded in both VR and AR [64], [113]. Body ownership
illusions have also been correlated with decreases of user
body temperature [114] and variations of muscle electrical
activity (EMG) [115]. A complete compendium of methods
and technologies allowing to obtain them can be found in
the paper of Spanlang et al. [87].
Lastly, brain activity can provide information on the
neural processes involved. This activity can be analyzed
through electroencephalography (EEG) recordings, as done
in the right part of Figure 6 where Škola and Liarokapis [20]
look for increased activity in EEG bands to detect effects of
body ownership illusions. Some have used EEG to measure
intentional binding, an internal process that was identified
as crucial for the normal experience of agency [116], [117].
However, the relationship between EEG and intentional
binding is still controversial [118] and EEG recording has
several drawbacks when integrated into avatar embodiment
applications: on top of being time-consuming to set up, most
non-intrusive EEG systems are very sensitive to muscle
activity and electrical noise in the environment, limiting
the embodiment to an immobile experience with very little
possibilities of interaction. Further details on EEG setup and
signal processing for the study of body ownership illusions
can also be found in the article of Spanlang et al. [87].

Fig. 6. Examples of objective measurements of virtual hand illusions
(VHI). Left: Sensors are placed on the participant’s right hand to record
their SCR at the moment a virtual knife falls on the embodied hand [113].
Right: EEG recording during VT stimulation in a VHI in AR [20].

While partial and full avatarization can be evaluated
straightforwardly with any of these methods, the measurement of AR body accessorization experiences raises several
questions: how does it relate in any way to embodiment
experiences, and how can one quantify it? According to
the literature review of Schettler et al. [119], objects can
be experienced as being “a part or extension of one’s
body”. To support this idea, they relate an experiment
where researchers were able to observe and measure the
effects of ownership illusions of a table [120]. The illusion
was induced by stroking synchronously a table and the
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participant’s hand after having applied a Band-Aid on both
of them. Embodiment effects were measured with a questionnaire and SCR that showed that participants somehow
felt that the table was their hand. Indeed, the questionnaire
answers were corroborated by a peak in SCR upon partly
pulling off the table’s Band-Aid, leading user to expect pain.
Neuropsychological research further supports the idea that
inanimate objects can influence the body image and schema:
Aglioti et al. [121] described a case where a patient with a
brain lesion had no sense of ownership over their arm but
could recognize it again after removing their wedding ring.
These results suggest that body accessorization (whether
in AR or not) does have an influence on body ownership
and that this influence should be measurable with the same
methods as in other avatarization experiences.

5

I NDUCING THE S ENSE OF E MBODIMENT IN AR

Generally, the strategy used by researchers to induce the
SoE in AR experiments is the same as in VR or in reality: it
consists of creating and intensifying the agency and body
ownership senses towards the avatar. In this section, we
describe the methods classically used in literature to induce
and maximize these senses in AR. The methods described
here apply to body avatarizations from all parts of the
continuum.
5.1

Visuotactile Stimulation in AR

At the very beginning of experimental research on the SoE,
researchers placed themselves in a simpler, entirely real
setting. First, Botvinick and Cohen [3] used synchronous
visuotactile (VT) stimulation to create the illusion of owning
a rubber hand (i.e. the RHI). The experiment consisted of
stroking a fake hand with a brush simultaneously with
the participant’s real hand, hidden from sight. Petkova and
Ehrsson [4] generalized this experiment to the whole body
in the development of a full-body ownership illusion by
giving the point of view of a plastic human mannequin to
participants. While touching both bodies identically, they
managed to create the illusion of embodying the mannequin. The same question then arose in the context of VR
and AR: can VT stimulation make one feel embodiment towards a 3D avatar? If so, how can this feeling be maximized?
To begin exploring this subject, Raz et al. [122] designed
a variant of the RHI called the Virtual Hand Illusion (VHI).
This variant implements partial avatarization by replacing
the rubber hand with a 3D virtual hand. It applies the same
synchronous VT stimuli as in the RHI. Whether in AR or VR,
the comparison made by Škola and Liarokapis [20] showed
that VT stimulation could evoke an SoE towards a virtual
hand very close to the one evoked by a physical copy of this
hand.
The VHI experiment was also generalized to the whole
body to see whether VT stimulation could generate fullbody ownership illusions during full avatarization too. As
shown by several literature reviews on that subject, scientists mostly turned to VR to set up this variation [5], [123]. A
large number of implementations were developed using this
technology showing multiple times the effectiveness of VT
stimulation with several types of avatars [5]. We could not
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find examples of full body ownership illusions of avatars
with VT stimulation in AR research, but it is likely that
similar results would be obtained.
5.2

if so, in which magnitudes. In this section, we grouped the
knowledge on the impact of the avatarization’s appearance
and environmental factors. Little AR literature has covered
other factors of influence yet.

Visuomotor Stimulation in AR

Like VT stimulation, visuomotor (VM) stimulation can be
used to induce embodiment illusions [124], [125], [126].
Examples of VHI and full-body ownership experiments
demonstrating its efficiency can be found in the publications
of Suzuki et al. [127], Nimchareon et al [59] or Genay et al.
[22]. In these variants, the tactile stimulus was replaced by
the ability to move the virtual body. As with VT stimulus,
synchronization of real and virtual movements was shown
necessary to create embodiment illusions [1].
VM stimulation is by far the most implemented stimulus
to induce an SoE in AR embodiment studies and applications [21], [22], [31], [32], [79]. Compared to VT stimulation,
VM stimulation is generally cheaper, easier to setup and
easier to automatize (see Section 3.3). Automated VT stimulus in AR requires integrating haptic devices that can be
more constraining or costly, especially when the user ought
to physically move around and interact [128].
One important issue that remains uninvestigated is the
suppression of visual stimulus in AR. The experiment of
Slater et al. [64] showed that it is possible to exhibit a strong
SoE in VR without having to stare at the embodied avatar,
hence reflecting the results of the Somatic Hand Illusion
of Ehrsson et al. [129]. The authors explain that the sense
of agency coupled with the first-person vision of a virtual
world rich in realistic detail had led to proprioception strong
enough to suppress the need to look at one’s body to feel like
embodying it. Thus, the theoretical question of whether the
absence of a direct view on the avatar can provide identical
results in AR can be raised.

6

10

I MPACTING FACTORS OF AR E MBODIMENT

VR research identified many factors of influence of body
ownership illusions including avatar appearance, embodiment point of view, sensory feedback, personality, environment, and avatar control [9]. It is not clear whether body
avatarization in AR is impacted by the same factors, and

Fig. 7. Virtual hand illusion (bottom right) and supernumerary hand
illusion (top right) implemented in AR by Rosa et al. [113]. Left: The
experimenter’s point of view. Right: The partial avatarization appears at
the location of a printed marker and responds to user movements.

6.1

Impact of Appearance: The Uncanny Valley in AR

The choice of the avatarization’s appearance can be made
over numerous characteristics, including the overall shape,
body structure, size, fidelity or render style. Put together,
these features produce distinct degrees of avatar anthropomorphism, realism, and resemblance with the user, contributing to different embodiment experiences [9]. The relationship between the avatar’s appearance and the SoE was
little studied in AR. VR research teaches us that their link
(still largely debated) can be remarkably complex: while
body ownership tends to be higher for realistic human models [130], [131], inhuman appearances (e.g. robot, abstract)
will sometimes provide a stronger SoE than generic human
avatars [7], [132] and sometimes not [133]. We are not aware
of equivalent research in AR contexts and it seems unclear
whether one appearance should be preferred over another
for strong ownership illusions in AR.
Lugrin et al. [132] hypothesize that the culprit behind
the inextricable interactions between SoE and appearance is
the Uncanny Valley phenomenon, conceptualized by Mori
et al. [134]. According to the theory, users feel a greater
connection to anthropomorphic avatars as their degree of
human resemblance rises until it reaches a point where the
connection is brought to a sudden decline. This connection
is reestablished to a greater extent from the point where the
user considers the avatar to be realistic enough and would
explain why human avatars produce a highly variable SoE.
In his study, Park [135] wondered if this phenomenon
was expressed in the same way in AR. After evaluating
the reactions of 50 participants to 7 (not embodied) avatars
with varying human likeness, the author observed results
unexpectedly contrasting with the ones of non-AR platforms: subjects actually found avatar models with the least
human likeness to be the most uncanny, as opposed to
those with the most human likeness, considered pleasant
even with limited realism. Park suspects this to be linked
to the dissonance in user expectations when observing real
and virtual content being mixed. That is, inhuman and
unrealistic avatars tend to create more inconsistency with
the physical environment, causing the Uncanny Valley to
appear at a low-end of human likeness level.
These results and their implications on the SoE remain
to be more profoundly investigated. At this point, it is not
clear whether experimenters seeking strong embodiment
illusions should privilege realistic appearances to avoid
falling into the Uncanny Valley. Gilbers et al. [1] seem to
go along with this idea: upon reflecting on their AR VHI
illusion results, they also theorized that Uncanny Valley
effects could be responsible for the weak body ownership
they observed. Rosa et al. [32] replicated this experiment
and tried replacing the hand model with a projection of the
participant’s real hand, yielding positive subjective results
this time (see Figure 7, bottom right). Unlike Park [135],
they hypothesize that AR might have a similar but more
sensitive response to Uncanny Valley effects as in VR and
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suggest future experiments to make exact copies of participants’ hands. Such realistic rendering is attainable notably
with 3D scans, high definition 3D renderings and video
reconstructions.
However, these results contrast with a more recent experiment also conducted by Rosa et al. [32]. Using a headmounted VST display and VM stimulation over androgynous generic human and abstract block-shaped avatars, they
found the SoE in AR to be modulated by the synchrony
of the VM stimulation, but not by the appearance of the
avatar. Although the avatar displayed limited realism in
both conditions (no skin texture, no clothes), one could have
expected a higher sense of ownership for the anthropomorphic avatar. These results echo those of Schwind et al.
[7] in VR where androgynous human and abstract hands
had similar effects on the user’s perception of the avatar. If
future research finds the Uncanny Valley to be negatively
correlated to the SoE, these findings would then be opposed
to the theory of Park [135].
Although experimental results are contrasting, research
in AR, VR, and reality seems to hint that the perception
of avatar appearance has a common basis across different
embodiment media. However, the extent of this similarity
remains to be clarified and many questions prevail on the
appearance to choose to favor the SoE in AR.
6.2
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tended to identify with bodies slightly thinner than their
own when presented several realistically deformed point
clouds of themselves (see Figure 8). Nevertheless, not letting
the choice of the avatar’s appearance remains justified in
the case of many applications such as in studies on the
Proteus Effect where specific user behaviors are sought to
be induced through avatar embodiment [142], [143], [144],
[145].

Fig. 8. Example of body morphology modifications applied on 3D point
cloud reconstruction of a user in AR during full avatarization, extracted
from [59]. Left: Thin body size. Center: Large body size. Right: Experimenter’s point of view.

Impact of Body Structure Modifications in AR

To which extent the avatar should match the human body
schema for users to feel embodiment is another puzzling
question. In VR, research has shown that appropriate stimulation can lead users as far as accepting a sixth finger [136]
or even a tail added to their virtual body [137]. Rosa et al.
[113] investigated whether this could also be feasible in AR
with the user’s real body. Their experiment let participants
embody a virtual third arm with a VST HMD, stimulated
in a VT and/or VM way. Their SoE measures showed that
ownership, agency, and self-location could be evoked on
the virtual arm while maintaining the real arms visible.
The questionnaire answers also showed that the SoE was
strongly experienced and that the simultaneous visibility
of all three arms created the impression of having an arm
at an additional location. Again, their findings reflect the
capability of users to feel ownership and control towards
differently structured avatars and extend what was previously observed in VR [137], [138].
In another AR publication, Feuchtner and Müller [57]
questioned the extent of the modifications that can be made
to the user’s body structure before breaking the SoE. Similar
to VR research [139], they managed to show that humans are
capable of using arms extending up to more than twice their
normal size (Figure 3, right) while still identifying them as
their own. These results further illustrate the flexibility of
our notion of body identity, but they also testify that there
are limits to it: if the SoE was present for arms twice as long,
it was considerably reduced for arms four times longer.
Lastly, it was repeatedly shown that the way we perceive
our body is often on the fringe of reality, just as our recorded
voice seems different from the one we hear when speaking
[140], [141]. Such subjective distortion was witnessed in AR
by Nimcharoen et al. [59] who showed that participants

6.3

Impact of Real Body Visibility

Another point that should be noted is that, unlike in immersive VR, the real body of users usually remains visible during embodiment in AR. This is particularly true
in OST or projection-based systems as they do not have
the possibility to apply in-painting techniques like in VST.
The transparency of their renderings constrain their users
to hide real body parts by physical means, which can be
inconvenient when done in 1PP. Wang et al. [58] attempted
to clarify how much of a handicap this transparency can be
by measuring the strength of VHIs displayed with different
virtual:real light intensity ratios in 1PP AR (i.e. 0:1, 0.25:0.75,
0.5:0.5, 0.75:0.25, and 1:0). Their results show that ratios
of 0.75:0.25 and 1:0 did not produce significantly different
senses of ownership and agency towards the virtual hands.
The authors conclude that they are equally “appropriate for
promoting the virtual hand as part of the body”.
Therefore, it seems that partial transparency is not a
major impediment of VHIs as long as virtual hands remain
more visible than the user’s real hands. This result is encouraging for future research in OST as it implies that real
body visibility is not a necessarily a limitation during 1PP
embodiment experiences.
6.4

Impact of Environmental Settings

Whereas avatar-related factors were intensively studied in
SoE research, very few papers have looked at whether the
environmental context could play a part in body ownership
illusions. VR and AR provide quite distinct visual feedback:
one displays perfectly coherent virtual graphics while the
other combines real world vision and 3D rendering. Therefore, it seems legitimate to question if the contrast between
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human vision and synthetic graphics could have an impact
on how users experience self-avatarization.
Škola and Liarokapis [20] looked at the differences between the traditional RHI and the VHI in both VR and AR.
Their findings show that AR and VR produce similar illusions, but in a weaker manner than when using a genuine
rubber hand. IJsselsteijn et al. [146] previously examined
the same illusion in mediated and unmediated studies. In
their experiment, they replaced the rubber hand with a fake
hand projected onto a tabletop. They found that applying
VT stimulation with a real brush onto the projection caused
a visual conflict between the real and projected material.
This conflict impeded the embodiment of the virtual hand,
regarded as physically incoherent.
In another study, Wolf et al. [21] compared user full
avatarization perception in head-mounted VR and AR with
a VST display. Subjects saw a photorealistic generic avatar
through an interactive virtual mirror that offered VM feedback. The physical world viewed in the VST condition was
faithfully reproduced in the VR condition. Unlike what the
authors were expecting, participants did not report substantially different senses of ownership and presence in AR and
in VR. They speculate that the immersion provided by their
AR and VR systems was maybe too similar: the VST video
resolution and VR graphics might have been too comparable
for users to experience a difference. Unmediated vision
of the AR condition with OST could have changed these
results.
Genay et al. [22] investigated whether the mixing of real
and virtual content can impact the SoE during 1PP partial
avatarization in OST AR. In their experiment, participants
controlled virtual robot hands in three AR environments:
one where participants faced real objects only, one where
they faced virtual objects only, and one where virtual and
real objects were mixed together (Figure 9). They hypothesized that the presence of virtual objects in the environment
would evoke a stronger SoE as it might help users to merge
the virtual avatar with the real world, making it visually less
contrasting with the rest of the scene.
Their results show that the condition with the mixed objects evoked a significantly stronger sense of ownership, but
their secondary evaluation could not confirm this difference.
Nevertheless, user feedback did show a general preference
for environments mixing real and virtual objects during
embodiment. They additionally comment on the highly
varying sensitivity of users to visual contrast between the
real and virtual objects. Some participants reported being
disturbed by the mix of objects whereas others enjoyed it
or did not pay attention to it. This seems to indicate that
there is a degree of subjectivity in the perception of mixed
environments.
We found no experiment comparing the SoE between
OST and VST embodiment systems. Additionally, we did
not find studies that evaluated the ownership illusions
during interaction with mixed environments. Perhaps manipulating real objects with a virtual body could result
in a different perception of the avatarization, but also of
the affordances in a given environment: does embodying
a larger avatar make users underestimate their ability to
enter (real) narrow space? Further research will be needed
to clarify these points.
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Fig. 9. Experimental setup of Genay et al. [22] studying the influence
of virtual and real object presence during AR partial avatarization. Top:
condition with mixed real and virtual objects. Bottom left: condition with
only real objects. Bottom right: condition with only virtual objects.

6.5

Other Important Cues in AR

An important factor of the experiments mentioned previously is the timing of the applied stimuli. Zoulias et
al. [147] emphasized the sensitivity of the illusion to this
factor by showing that small delays have negative effects,
especially when tactile stimulation precedes visual signal.
This influence of synchrony was found in the AR version
of the VHI elaborated by Gilbers [1], but its importance
has not been assessed as deeply as in VR. For instance,
Maselli and Slater [130] have shown that sufficiently deep
immersion in VR can maintain a strong SoE in the presence
of asynchronous stimuli; in that case, the user (wrongly)
assumes the tactile sensations as coming from virtual objects
in the scene. In AR, the possibility that the illusion could also
subsist requires further investigation.
To intensify the senses of body ownership and selflocation, several methods other than synchronous VT and
VM stimulation exist. Suzuki et al. [127] showed in their
study that multisensory integration of exteroceptive and
interoceptive signals (e.g. breathing activity) can modulate
body ownership during AR VHIs. When making the virtual
hand blush synchronously with the user’s pulse, participants reported a stronger sense of ownership than with
asynchronous cardiac feedback. However, ownership could
occur in both conditions of synchrony when the participants
were given the possibility to control the hand. The authors
suspect movement signals to dominate the influence of the
interoceptive signals and suggest that the participants’ a
priori willingness to accept the virtual hand might have
played a role during the observation of asynchronous interoceptive feedback. While VR research seems to indicate that
personality traits [10], psychological conditioning [148], and
sensory suggestibility [11] are determinant of ownership
illusions, the dominance of such top-down factors has not
yet been discussed in AR to our knowledge.
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D ISCUSSION

The previous sections described experiments where the
SoE could be evoked with different levels of body avatarization [32], [113], embodiment perspectives [31], [57],
environments [21], [22], [59], display types [1], [12], [59],
avatar appearances [59], [76], real body visibility [58], and
sensory stimulation [20], [31], [127]. We conclude that, to
some extent, the SoE can be elicited independently of the
technological context as long as the appropriate stimuli and
induction conditions are met.
That being said, it does not appear clear to us that equivalent real, virtual and hybrid environments will generate
embodiment illusions of the same strengths, nor that the SoE
will be affected by the same factors in the same ways. We
discuss such possibilities in light of the knowledge collected
throughout this review.
7.1

The Sense of Embodying Avatars Across Realities

Invariability of the SoE across contexts would be of utmost
interest for applications that emphasize a personalized user
experience. This includes video games, movies, and other
arts [13], [149], but also medical therapies, rehabilitation and
treatment of patients through partial and full avatarization
(see Section 2).
While the systematic comparison made by Škola and
Liarokapis [20] led them to conclude that AR, VR, and
real-world VT stimulation induce similar embodiment experiences, their results also show some (small but real)
differences between them. In particular, subjective results
revealed a significant difference in the sense of ownership
of a hand between the AR and real-world conditions, but not
between AR and VR. Unlike Wolf et al. [21] who questioned
their results (see Section 6.4), they did not discuss these
differences and it is not clear whether the results would have
been the same with an OST device.
Taking a step back, it seems likely that mediated and unmediated visualizations should logically provide different
perceptions of virtual content, and therefore of AR avatarization. This is supported by well-documented perceptive
biases such as depth underestimation that were found to
vary between real-world, AR, and VR settings. Gaffary et
al. [150] even showed that the “stiffness” of objects could
also be experienced differently across display technologies:
after pressing two pistons of identical stiffness in VST and
VR, 60% of participants reported that the piston felt stiffer in
VR than in VST AR. Their results go along with the theory
that different biases could affect our senses across displays,
including proprioception.
To conclude, it seems that the existing research comparing embodiment illusions across realities is too sparse to
answer our inquiries. The small compound of literature on
this subject (i.e. two publications [20], [21]) seems to indicate
that equal SoEs can be generated across display modalities.
Nevertheless, as AR environments can take extremely various shapes and be rendered in different ways, the impact of
mixing realities will have to be further investigated. Unlike
in the real world or in VR where visuals are homogeneous,
current AR systems undergo a graphic contrast that allows
discriminating virtual content [22]. Because the SoE relies
on the coherence of visual and proprioceptive signals [5], it
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seems probable that AR will lead to different perceptions of
body avatarization, varying with the system’s capabilities.
7.2

The Impact of Embodiment Illusions on Users in AR

The influence of avatarization on user behavior, opinion,
and cognition was not investigated in AR to our knowledge,
and it cannot be assumed that Proteus Effects [17] also occur
in AR without further investigation.
One paper that comes close to this subject in AR is the
one of Jung et al. [151], involving on-person SAR projection.
Their work investigated how anatomical information is
perceived when projected directly onto the user’s body, in
comparison with on a plastic mannequin and on a screen.
By displaying virtual lungs damaged by smoking, their
experiment showed that a stronger negative impression was
felt for projections directly set onto the location of their
lungs. Hoang et al. [61] and Johnson and Sun [12] also
proposed SAR systems for exploring psychological effects
of on-person anatomical displays (muscles, blood vessels,
etc.). Although their results were not evaluated in terms of
SoE, they demonstrated a stronger level of “connectedness”
and ownership with the projected content than with other
projection supports, especially when the data was coherent
with the participant’s physiological state (e.g. synchronized
heartbeat).
Supposing virtual embodiment does have effects on
users in AR, Eckhoff et al. [18] hypothesize that realistic AR
experiences could induce an even stronger virtual synesthesia than in virtual environments: being applied in a world
that is familiar and known to be “real”, illusions would
be perceived more easily as actually being happening. As a
consequence, they also argue that embodiment in AR could
produce the same changes in behavior that were observed
in VR.
This possibility raises many thought-provoking questions about the long-term usage of avatars in AR. Can the
Proteus Effect alter our behaviors beyond the scope of VR
experiments? Would this alteration be durable? How can we
control and use it? What risks arise out of it? For the time
being, these questions remain unanswered and the discussion related above is based on suppositions. Understanding
these matters has immediate and tangible consequences for
science, design, or production. As research has made it
clear that virtual embodiment is useful for more than just
decoding cognitive processes, we expect that future research
will find great interest in clarifying these questions.
7.3 Future Directions: Trends and Gaps of AR Embodiment Research
Previous sections outlined existing gaps on the following
topics: the influence of the avatar’s appearance in AR,
the existence AR-specific factors of influence, differences
between OST, VST, VR and real world embodiment, and the
impact of embodiment on user experience in AR. Through
Table 1, we attempt to identify other under-explored research areas as well as trends in AR avatarization applications and SoE research. This table covers research as early as
2007 but over half of the presented papers were published
from 2017, indicating a growing interest in AR avatarization.
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TABLE 1
Publications that put in place virtual body avatarization in AR, ordered by author name. POV stands for Point of View, HCI for Human-Computer
Interaction, VHI for virtual hand illusion, and BOI for Body Ownership Illusion.
Continuum
Position

Reference
Anderegg et al. [60]
(2018)

Full

Baskar [51] (2017)

Partial

van Bommel [31]
(2017)
Eckhoff et al. [18]
(2019)
Eisert et al. [42]
(2007)
Feuchtner and
Müller [57] (2017)
Genay et al.
[22] (2021)
Gilbers [1] (2017)

Full
Partial, Accessorization
Accessorization
Partial
Partial
Partial

Hamanishi et al.
[152] (2019)
Heydrich et al. [153]
(2013)
Hilsmann et al. [45]
(2009)
Hoang et al. [61]
(2018)
Javornik et al.
[29] (2017)
Johnson and Sun [12]
(2013)
Kaneko et al. [56]
(2019)
Kleinberger and
Panjwani [44] (2018)
Lamounier Jr. et al.
[15] (2012)
Martinez et al. [154]
(2014)
Mercier-Ganady et
al. [155] (2014)
Nimcharoen et al.
[59] (2018)
Nishino et al. [52]
(2017)
Qian et al. [68]
(2019)
Treepong et al. [49]
(2018)
Rosa et al. [113]
(2019)
Rosa et al. [32]
(2019)
Saakes et al. [43]
(2016)
Shibuya [79]
(2018)
Škola and Liarokapis
[20] (2016)
Slater et al. [74]
(2008)
Suzuki et al. [127]
(2013)
Wang et al. [156]
(2017)
Watts et al. [75]
(2017)
Wolf et al. [21] (2020)

Full
Full

Avatar
Appearance
Abstract neutral
human model
Simple neutral
human arm
Abstract neutral
body
Miscellaneous
augmentations
Sports shoes
Realistic male
human arm
Realistic
robot hands
Simple neutral
human hand
Abstract neutral
body
Video of user

Stimulus

POV

Display

Contribution

VM

3PP

VST with
smartphone

VM

1PP

OST HMD

VM

3PP

VST HMD

VM

1PP

OST, VST
SAR

Mobile phone
AR interaction
Prosthesis control
and simulation
BOI, out-of-body
experiences
AR perception
and cognition

VM

3PP
(mirror)

Digital screen

Virtual mirror

Fashion
SoE research,
HCI, implants
SoE research

VM

1PP

VST HMD

Extensible arm
interaction

VM

1PP

Fishtank

VHI

VT, VM

1PP

OST HMD

VM

3PP

OST HMD

VT

3PP

VST HMD
Digital screen

Accessorization

T-shirts

VM

3PP
(mirror)

Full, partial

Anatomical
user data

VM

1PP

SAR

Accessorization

Facial make-up

VM

3PP
(mirror)

Digital screen

Full, partial

Anatomical
user data

VM

1PP

SAR

Partial

1PP

Digital screen

VHI, supernumerary hand illusion
Improving posture
awareness
Out-of-body
experiences
Retexturing of
clothes
Information
interfaces
Live facial
augmentation
On-person
interfaces

Application
Video games
Medical field
SoE research
Psychology,
medical field

SoE research
Sports learning,
training
SoE research
Fashion
Education,
visualization
Exhibitions,
make-up
Education,
health

Video of user

VM

Partial, Accessorization

Dress

VM, heart
rate, SCR

1PP

SAR

Partial

Simplified
prosthetic arm

VM

1PP

VST HMD

3PP
(mirror)
3PP
(mirror)
3PP
(mirror)

Optical combining screen
Optical combining screen

VM

1PP

VST HMD

VT, VM

1PP

VST with
smartphone

VM

3PP
(mirror)

Digital screen

VT, VM

1PP

VST HMD

VM

3PP

VST HMD

VM

1PP, 3PP
(mirror)

SAR, Digital
screen

Virtual mirror

Fashion, art

VM

1PP

Fishtank

VHI

SoE research

VT

1PP

VST HMD

RHI, VHI

SoE research

VT

1PP

CAVE

VHI

SoE research

VT, VM,
heart pulse

1PP

VST HMD

VHI

SoE research
Medical field

Partial, Accessorization

Miscellaneous

VM

Partial

Brain activity

VM

Full
Partial
Partial
Accessorization
Partial
Full
Accessorization
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Full

Video point
cloud of user
Simplified
prosthetic arm
Abstract neutral
hand
Make-up
Video point
cloud of user
Abstract neutral
body
T-shirts
Realistic neutral
human hand
Realistic neutral
human hand
Realistic neutral
human arm
Video point
cloud of user
Realistic male
human hand
Anatomical
user data
Realistic
female body

VM

OST HMD

Stroke rehab.

Medical field

Wearable
computing
Prosthesis control
and simulation

Fashion, selfexpression

Novel displays
Information
interfaces
BOI
Prosthesis control
and simulation
Mobile phone
AR interaction
Live facial
augmentation
Supernumerary
hand illusion
BOI, out-ofbody experiences

VM

1PP

Fishtank

Help typing
with hand tremor

VM

1PP, 3PP

SAR

Novel displays

VM

3PP

VST HMD

BOI

Medical field
User safety,
exhibitions
Medical field,
BCI
SoE research,
body perception
Medical field
Mobile apps
Art, make-up
SoE research
SoE research

Medical field,
education
SoE research,
body perception
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At first glance, it seems that partial avatarization was the
most explored part of the body avatarization continuum.
It was frequently used to embody virtual prosthetics [15],
[52] or hands in studies of VHIs and variants, leaving out
other human limbs [1], [20], [57], [127]. Body accessorization
was the second most explored area of the continuum and
was mainly used in application-oriented AR publications
interested in fashion and innovative interaction [154]. Full
avatarization was the least implemented. It was mostly
used in SoE fundamental research (e.g. virtual body perception [1], [21], [31], [59]) and educational applications (e.g.
medical visualization [12], [61]). Other application areas
and psychological aspects of full-body ownership illusions
remain relatively under-explored.
Research needs to be extended on the implementation
and limitations of first-person embodiment in AR. Indeed,
we found no example of 1PP views of full avatarization
and rare examples in other parts of the continuum. As
mentioned in Section 3.5, technical challenges are numerous when building such experience. Improving technical
knowledge on 1PP AR avatarization would facilitate the
construction of novel AR studies on how we perceive selfavatars replacing our real bodies. Therefore, implementation
efforts to address avatar overlay issues would be welcome
for future AR research on virtual embodiment.

to higher acceptability of such treatments [18]. This could
be particularly useful for the development of new strategies
in a variety of medical contexts. Section 2.2 includes examples for prosthesis simulation and training, pain treatment,
tremor stabilization, and stroke rehabilitation through AR
partial avatarization (see Table 1). We expect research to
continue trending for these particular applications, but also
to expand to other types of medical processes and to other
types of avatarization.
For example, future progress in brain-computer interfaces (BCI) or other methods (e.g. foot interfaces [159]) could
lead AR avatarization to assist physically disabled people
on a daily basis. It could notably improve the autonomy
of quadriplegic people by letting them control virtual arms
and interact with connected devices, as done in the study of
Feuchtner and Muller [57].
Virtual avatarization also finds utmost interest in psychotherapies and assistance of mentally impaired people
(e.g. autism spectrum disorders [160]). Treatment strategies for anorexia nervosa were repeatedly researched in
VR while it is only beginning to be investigated in AR
[21], [161], [162]. Currently, the number of AR studies
is still insufficient to properly compare the efficiency of
AR avatarization-based treatments with those in VR. More
research is needed to clarify which medium is the most
appropriate to treat each disorder.

7.3.2

7.3.4

7.3.1

Exploration of the Body Avatarization Continuum

Multisensory AR Embodiment

Another interesting lead is the creation of multisensory environments that not only involve the realistic integration of
avatars but also touching sensations when embodying them.
The skin forms the basis of our physical interactions with the
world and allows us to define a mechanical understanding
of our environment. By integrating active tactile feedback,
virtual content becomes tangible and truly integrated into
the real world, as physical objects [157]. Such feedback was
moreover demonstrated as being a powerful tool to inspire
SoE in both VR and AR research.
Yet, attempts to incorporate tactile sensations into AR
applications are still in their infancy, as denoted by the
rarity of VT stimulation in Table 1. According to Meli et
al. [158], this is probably due to the slow diffusion of haptic
interfaces adapted to AR that are user-friendly, lightweight,
and affordable. Rosa [13] also outlines the under-exploration
of other cues such as audio feedback in AR experiences.
For instance, integrating heavy footstep sounds when embodying a weighty avatar could improve the credibility of
the embodiment. More generally, visual and tactile active
stimulation provide users with natural interaction feedback
that can greatly enhance their understanding of the AR
system’s dynamics. Therefore, we encourage investigating
further in this direction as it may participate in improving
both embodiment illusions and general user experience.
7.3.3

Promises of AR Avatars in the Medical Field

AR provides one clear advantage over VR in medical applications: it allows patients to stay in environments they
know. Not having to be immersed in a virtual environment
allows incorporating therapies into the everyday lives of
patients. Not breaking the normal course of a day might lead

Learning from AR Embodiment Experiences

Another interesting lead for AR embodiment research resides in education. Within AR, avatarization was often
explored to improve user posture awareness and spatial
perception by providing a 3PP visualization. For example,
Hamanishi et al. [152] implemented an OST system providing an out-of-body viewpoint of the user rendered as an
avatar animated in real time with motion capture. Soltani
et al. [163] provided a complete survey of similar types of
applications, but it seems that AR examples of full-bodied
live avatarization are rare.
The possibility of a Proteus Effect in AR could open additional doors to novel educational methods for awarenessraising and skill enhancement. Indeed, Banakou et al. [142]
showed that embodying a stereotype for superior intelligence like Albert Einstein in VR could increase executive
functioning, problem-solving skills, and planning abilities.
It seems the Proteus Effect may also impact artistic and
motor abilities: embodiment of a dark-skinned casually
dressed avatar by light-skinned people was shown to result
in increased movement patterns while playing the drums
than with a light-skinned formally dressed avatar [164]. One
can easily imagine the advantages of exploiting these gains
within specific real-world contexts by selecting the right full
avatarization.
Alternatively, the Proteus Effect could be used to increase
awareness and reduce bias. VR studies have found that
participants would experience a reduction of implicit biases
after embodying avatars with different gender [165], race
or ethnicity [144], [166]. AR could provide a way to spend
one’s normal routine while under the skin of a different
person and perhaps experience a longer-lasting effect than
previously witnessed in VR. In this case, repeated or long
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exposures to the Proteus Effect through AR may serve to
durably acquire skills and learning through avatarization.
7.3.5 Role-playing and AR Gaming
AR avatarization has an unequivocal potential in innovative story-telling and role-playing games (RPG). Through
AR, users could instantly step into the shoes of a story’s
main character without having to immerse themselves in
a virtual world. Taking such gaming experiences outside
of VR allows seeing the physical world and exploiting
its configuration. This brings supplementary opportunities
for appealing game-plays involving interaction with real
world objects (e.g. hiding behind real walls from attackers)
and people [167], [168]. Additionally, AR visualizations
are not concerned with many of the challenges linked to
VR gaming, including avoiding real-world obstacles (e.g.
chairs), dealing with cybersickness or navigating in large
spaces with room restrictions. Currently, most AR games are
handheld device applications that use screen interactions,
leaving body avatarization aside [169]. Although mobile
AR is an easy entry point, we believe HMDs will allow
achieving the true potential of AR gaming by letting users
embody game characters and customize their appearance.
Given the fast-paced growth of AR technologies, we expect
AR HMD games will soon include body avatarization [170].
7.3.6 AR Avatars as Vehicles of the Self
It is hard not to notice the large number of fashion-related
applications in Table 1. In comparison with traditional product presentations, AR try-on systems were found to receive
more favorable evaluations from users with low bodyrelated self-esteem [41]. These results seem to undergird
the possibility of a much broader use of AR accessorization
than virtual fittings for product consumption. In particular,
body avatarization could serve to improve body satisfaction
for those who have low self-image evaluations, but also to
explore and express one’s identity.
Entry-level applications (e.g. Snapchat 9 , Messenger 10 )
have already made AR partial avatarization mainstream
and it does not seem long before this extends to full
avatarization. We believe the spread of AR avatarization
applications will eventually constitute another step towards
achieving what Harrell and Lim [171] described as the
“Avatar Dream”. This dream is the “culturally shared vision
of a future in which, through computers, people can become
whoever or whatever we want to be”. According to Harrell,
achieving this vision would allow people to gain empowerment when exploring and constructing their self-image, but
also help them to negotiate the social constraints that limit
who they can be in the real world. Online VR communities
built on these principles are already starting to grow, but
they are inherently limited to virtual environments. This
opportunity for self-expression and social interaction could
be extended seamlessly to the real world through AR.
With the advent of virtual influencers and similar entities, it seems that modern-day social media consumers and
companies are already heading in this direction. Some users
design social identities from scratch and materialize them as
9. https://www.snapchat.com/
10. https://www.messenger.com/
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hyper-realistic avatars for which they create online profiles
or video channels. Rapidly gaining in popularity, some of
these profiles gather over 3 million followers and sometimes present videos of flesh-and-blood people interacting
with the featured avatar (e.g. 19-year-old LilMiquela11 ). The
decrease in the cost of tracking solutions and AR devices
will eventually lead to more avatar-people live interactions.
Regular users will then be able to embody their personalized
self-avatars and convey the image they choose to be and to
see of themselves.
As this may become possible in a near future, it seems
urgent to better assess perceptual and cognitive characteristics of the embodiment of such avatars, but also to evaluate
the medical, social and ethical risks of letting people take
ownership of appearances that are not their own. Indeed,
achieving the Avatar Dream might turn out harmful if it
reinforces current social biases or tampers with human wellbeing, property and privacy rights. Future studies should
strive in making this dream a positive one, fostering selffulfillment and encouraging face-to-face interaction instead
of degrading human relations.

8

C ONCLUSION

This paper provided an overview of previous research on
the embodiment of virtual avatars in AR. We introduced
a body avatarization continuum providing a taxonomy of
user virtual representation, presented as a linear expansion
of embodiment experiences. A guide of technical aspects
related to ownership illusions was also proposed to help understand the key development possibilities and challenges
of AR embodiment. We then covered the methods that exist
to measure the SoE in AR and presented current knowledge
on the factors of influence of the SoE in AR. Our analysis of
past AR research on the SoE suggests that mixed environments are well capable of hosting body ownership illusions
comparable to VR ones. However, factors of influence specific to AR environments were not thoroughly investigated
and future research may reveal differences in the perception
of AR embodiment. AR avatarization is a powerful tool for
influencing human perception, physiology, and cognition in
real-life situations beyond what VR currently offers. Understanding the dynamics underlying the SoE is essential to
fully grasp how virtual avatarization can benefit us. At a
time when AR technologies are being democratized faster
than ever, extending AR embodiment studies will allow
future applications to exploit ownership illusions outside of
virtual environments. AR avatarization notably finds great
potential in the medical field (e.g. prosthetics, rehabilitation,
therapy), gaming industry, education, fashion, but also in
social life and self-expression. We hope the discussion we
provided will have raised questions and brought inspiration
for future work to study the SoE in AR.
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